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The Opel GT is a front-engine, rear-drive two-seat sports car manufactured and marketed by
Opel in two generations â€” separated by a year hiatus. The first generation Opel GT [1] debuted
as a styling exercise in at the Paris and Frankfurt motor shows. The styling of the GT was often
cited as similar to the Chevrolet Corvette which went on sale in September The Opel GT was
equipped with a base 1. However, most buyers chose an optional 1. Some of the early models
also came with a slightly higher compression "H" code cylinder head. In , due to emissions
regulations, Opel reduced the compression ratio of the 1. Standard transmission was a manual
four-speed. A three-speed automatic was available with the 1. The model run of the Opel GT was
from to The Opel GT uses a steel unibody and a front mid-engined, rear-wheel drive layout. The
engine is mounted far back in the chassis to improve weight distribution. Front suspension
consists of upper A-arms and a lower transverse leaf spring â€” aside from the Opel's styling,
the unusual use of a transverse leaf-spring in the suspension was another remarkable
commonality with Chevrolet's Corvette. A live axle and coil springs are used in the rear. The
power-assisted braking system uses discs in the front, drums in the rear. Steering is
unassisted. One unusual feature of the Opel GT is the operation of the pop-up up and down
headlights. They are manually operated, by way of a large lever along the center console next to
the shifter. Unlike most pop-up headlights, they both rotate in the same direction
counterclockwise from inside the car about a longitudinal axis. Designed by Opel stylist Erhard
Schnell, [5] the GT is a fastback , that has neither an externally accessible trunk nor a
conventional hatchback. There is a parcel shelf behind the seats that can only be accessed
through the main doors. Behind the parcel shelf is a fold-up panel that conceals a spare tire and
jack. During to , a total of , cars were sold. The most collectible GTs are probably the first few
hundred cars hand-assembled in and the â€” models with the 1. In some markets, items like a
limited slip differential , front and rear anti-sway bars, heated rear window, and engine bay light
were standard, although most cars were shipped without them. Reasons for ending production
were the need to redesign the car to remain competitive with up-and-coming sports models,
such as the Datsun Z, as well as the termination of Brissonneau and Lotz ' bodybuilding
contract. Unusually for the period, there was no Vauxhall equivalent model to the GT sold in the
United Kingdom. The Sylvia was also designed with an eye to safety. The new Opel GT was
produced from to It was a badge engineered variant of the Pontiac Solstice and the Saturn Sky
and was available solely with the 2. It had inch alloy wheels. The car replaced the Opel
Speedster in the European lineup; however, it is not sold in right-hand drive in the UK, thus
there is no replacement for the Vauxhall VX The situation is similar to Holden in Australia, as the
Saturn Sky and Pontiac Solstice are produced at a North American plant, which does not have
the necessary tooling for producing right-hand drive vehicles. The Opel GT concept debuted on
27 January Power comes from a turbocharged 1. The concept features historic design cues
associated with Opel's past products; the twin tailpipes with the GT wordmark in the middle are
reminiscent of those on the original GT prototype. The car made its first public debut on March
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comparison Related news. As a classic roadster, it has a powerful front-mounted engine,
rear-wheel drive, a cockpit with sporty instruments and a tailor-made fabric roof. With a wide
stance, sleek silhouette, long, front-hinged hood and short overhangs, the proportions are
typical of this class. The Opel GT also brings new charm to this genre with its own unmistakable
personality thanks to its exciting shape, which contrasts sharp edges with curved surfaces to
create a dynamic look, and its configuration, which enables a refined driving experience, even
on long journeys. The GT's pricing is also attractive. For 30, euros recommended retail price in
Germany incl. VAT , customers get no less than hp from the high-tech turbo engine with
gasoline direct injection. The new two-seater carries its legendary name because it continues
the tradition of the first Opel GT â€” and, like the original, competes in one of the most exciting
vehicle classes. The new Opel GT also showcases the brand's passion for dynamic cars, and
the conviction that 'Opel was never as young as today'. They enrich the model portfolio and
emotionalize the brand. It stems from the decision to expand the concern's portfolio with a
compact, rear-wheel drive, sporty vehicle architecture that can be implemented globally. The
new GT's story is reminiscent of that of its classic predecessor. In , the original Opel GT set an
automotive manufacturing precedent in Europe when it became the first car to go into
production after being debuted to the public as a concept study. The new Opel GT shares some
engineering characteristics with the current Corvette, such as part of the architecture. Crisp,
dynamic look with strong face Sharp lines coupled with taut surfaces give the new Opel GT a
crisp, dynamic look. Its strong face is dominated by the fender's accentuated sweep, the bold
chrome crossbar with integrated Opel logo, the elongated hood with brand-typical center
crease, chrome-bordered vents and bold 3-D headlamps in clear glass look drawn deep into the
side panels. The GT's especially sporty characteristics include the long air vents in the hood,
the grooving in the front fenders with their dynamic, Opel-typical horizontal contours, like on
the Antara , the double-pipe exhaust system and the twin air scoops behind the head restraints,
which are reminiscent of designs from roadster and motor sport history. Chrome-ringed
instruments in the cockpit clearly display all important information, while black piano lacquer
and chrome finishes accentuate the high-tech nuance of the surface structures. These all
combine with optional leather seats with visible stitching to highlight the sporty ambience. The
short gear stick adds significantly to the driving fun: directly connected straight to the
roadster's five-speed transmission, its short gear travel enables quick gear shifts from the
roadster-typical seating position. High-tech turbo engine with direct injection and variable
camshaft phasing The new Opel GT does not just look quick, it is quick! There's no question
about it: no other Opel has ever produced hp output per liter. The new Opel GT's engine not
only complements the car's dynamic look perfectly, it also far outperforms today's other
roadsters and most two-seat sports cars. High-tech features such as gasoline direct injection,
twin-scroll turbocharger with intercooler, double camshaft phasing and twin counter-rotating
balance shafts provide the basis for the cm3, four-cylinder engine's impressive performance
data. The GT requires an average of 9. Chassis with classic sporty configuration. A manual
five-speed transmission with sporty, short gear travel and limited slip differential provide
propulsion power. The independent international jury composed of 21 motoring journalists and
experts elected the roadster especially for its attractive design. The modern definition of an
athletic two-seater finds its form in the new roadster. As archetypal characteristics of its genre,
it has a powerful front-mounted engine, rear-wheel drive, a cockpit with sporty instruments and
a tailor-made fabric roof. With a wide stance, sleek silhouette, long, front-hinged hood and short
overhangs, the Opel GT boasts characteristic roadster proportions. Source - Opel. Deliveries of
the two-seater, which features classic rear-wheel drive and a fully-retractable fabric roof, will
begin in spring The new GT's exciting, sharply-cut lines and classic rear-wheel drive echo the
successful concept of the original â€” At the same time, the new GT reinterprets the icon as a
powerful roadster with a potent four-cylinder, direct injection gasoline turbo engine. Another
fun factor is the fabric roof, which folds down to provide open-air enjoyment denied to the
owners of the first GT. The roof disappears completely beneath a cover, further underlining the
GT's sporty silhouette with short overhangs and widely spaced inch wheels. The development

of the new Opel GT is an excellent example of transcontinental collaboration within GM.
Athletic, with short body overhangs: the eye-catching design A glance at the new Opel GT
makes clear that there's pure sport under the skin; sharp, taut lines an
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d flowing surfaces combine to give it true dynamic presence. The front view is dominated by
the pronounced curve of the fenders and the bold chrome strip with lightning-flash logo. The
long, front-hinged engine hood carries the familiar Opel crease. When opened, the soft top is
completely concealed under a cover, thus emphasizing the GT's roadster character. Other
attractive styling details are the projection-type low beam and halogen reflector-type high beam
headlamps. The ergonomic cockpit features chrome-ringed dials for speed, rpm and fuel.
Jewel-style controls for lights and ventilation are further evidence of the GT designers' careful
attention to detail. Lively response and sports-car performance: the direct-injection turbo
engine. Opel Ampera Concept. Alfa Romeo. Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. Twin-scroll 2. All
rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to production.

